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“Emmett’s naked body, its head battered and with a bullet hole through, had been weighted with a cotton gin pulley and thrown in the Tallahatchie River,” sparking nationwide fear for African Americans.¹ The murder of a fourteen-year-old boy named Emmett Till struck fear into the hearts of African Americans around the country, a fear that they had never known. Till was accused of making inappropriate comments to a white woman in Mississippi and was murdered for it. Blacks across the South felt the vulnerability that came with Till’s murder; even a child could be killed in the name of keeping African Americans in their “place.”

After Till’s death, there was a new spark in the Civil Rights Movement, a campaign against inequality between races. Adults often tried to shield their children from the movement, but the children understood the racism and segregation they faced every day and wanted a change. Regardless of what the adults tried to do, children saw something had to be done if a boy around their age could be killed for merely what he said. After Till’s death, children’s involvement in the movement increased despite the concerns of parents. Without these children, the movement would not be the same. The children, influenced by Till’s death and everyday racism, joined the Birmingham, Alabama campaign and saved the dying movement there in 1963. There were “thousands of southern blacks who were young and involved in the civil rights movement…but with a few exceptions, they aren’t famous.”² Often overlooked, these children propelled the Civil Rights Movement around the nation, which ultimately led to the passing of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Emmett Till’s death inspired a generation of children to spark a fading movement through the use of the media as a weapon.

Within the Mississippi Delta, more than five thousand lynchings had occurred since 1882, with the majority never being officially reported. It was common for blacks to go missing and never return; when this happened, people assumed the worst. In 1955, the murder of Emmett Till shed light on approved killings within Mississippi. Till had traveled to Mississippi from Chicago to spend time with his relatives. Since Till was from Chicago, he did not understand the social conventions of white-black relationships put in place by southern society. When he left Chicago, Till's mother told him to be careful with how he acts because “Chicago was more than five hundred miles and at least a hundred years away from Mississippi.” His mother gave him a lesson in southern etiquette by telling him to move out of the way of white people, always say “sir” and “ma’am,” and even bow to a white person if need be.

There are many contradicting stories of what happened to Till next. Till was allegedly showing pictures of his white girlfriend to his cousins outside of a store in Money, when they dared him to talk to the white woman in the store. Either he asked for a date and touched her, said “bye, baby,” or he whistled at her as he left the store. When Till left the store, one of his cousins warned him to get out of Money and Mississippi, but the boys just thought it was funny and returned home. A few days later, a group of men came to the house early in the morning asking for “the boy that did the talking.” They forcefully took Till from the house, leaving the family too scared to call the police.
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Till’s body was found several days later floating in the Tallahatchie River; “the discovery of the body set off a storm of protest, anger, and sympathy” that sparked the protest movement.9 Till’s “face was disfigured beyond recognition. His swollen tongue hung out of his mouth…his left eye was missing…A large, gaping bullet hole pierced his temple.”10 The body was so mangled and destroyed that Till’s relatives could only identify him by the ring he wore. The two men responsible had beat him, shot him, and tied a cotton gin fan around his neck to be dumped into the river where no one could find him.11 Till’s mother, Mamie Till-Mobley, demanded the body be sent back, as is, to Chicago so she could see what they did to him. Her response to seeing his body for the first time was that, “it didn’t look like anything that we could dream, imagine in a funny book or any place else.”12 She decided on an open casket funeral to “let the world see what [she had] seen.”13 She allowed photographs of his corpse to be printed in newspapers and magazines across the nation.14 Till-Mobley wanted the picture to be seen because she believed that if she had not done anything, it would have been another murder gone unnoticed.15

One of Till-Mobley’s goals, through publicizing Till’s pictures, was to instill the passion to fight oppression into generations to come. She saw her son’s death as a political urgency, a way to snap all Americans out of their denial of the African American struggle. She believed the nation had been averting their eyes from the atrocities African Americans had been facing for far
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too long and action needed to be taken.\textsuperscript{16} The pictures had a powerful influence on everyone, but Till-Mobley believes they had the most impact on children, specifically children who were Till’s age when he died. Anne Moody, a child around Till’s age living in Mississippi at the time, was fearful after she heard of Till’s death stating, “before Emmett Till’s murder, I had known the fear of hunger, hell, and the Devil. But now there was a new fear known to me – the fear of being killed just because I was black.”\textsuperscript{17} For African American children around the country, Till’s death instilled a new fear they had never considered; his death showed “that even a child was not safe from racism, bigotry, and death.”\textsuperscript{18} It inspired “many black children of his generation to fight the discrimination surrounding them” because his death would sit in their minds forever.\textsuperscript{19}

Mary King, a child of the movement, admitted her first real confrontation with racial injustice came with Till’s murder, which was the same for most of her generation. People, including Muhammad Ali, could not get Till’s case out of their mind; they did not stop thinking about Till until they came up with a way to do something about Till’s death. Many others imagined that the torture Till endured before death was going to happen to them. Cleveland Sellers, a child at the time of Till’s death, tried to put himself into Till’s mind when the men killed him. This terrifying event affected him more than anything else in his life.\textsuperscript{20} Moody, at fifteen, could not understand what would justify Till’s killing and struggled with understanding his death. It was then that she started hating people, especially those who did not place any responsibility on the murderers, but instead the victim.\textsuperscript{21} Another affected child, Joyce Ladner, was around the age of Till when he died; the incident left her concerned about the safety of her
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brother, father, and herself, fearing death from only speaking. Although she was fearful, she saw Till’s death as the start to the activism of black children, when they were old enough, within the movement.22

Most children finally understood the fear and anger of being black once Till died. Reflecting on her life, Ladner never understood why parents were overly protective of their sons until Till’s death. This made her feel vulnerable and brought fear and anger about these injustices into her life. Henry Hampton, the producer of the civil rights documentary Eyes on the Prize, started his documentary with Till’s murder because it was how the Civil Rights Movement started in his opinion. Till’s death showed Hampton that his parents could not always protect him, leaving him completely vulnerable to the whims of Southern society.23 Till’s death “ignited the inspiration for many black children of his generation to fight the discrimination surrounding them in the 1960s,” giving this generation the name, the “Emmett Till Generation.”24

Till’s vicious murder accelerated the slow tempo of the Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s and later in the 1960s. Till “has been called a martyr and the catalyst that started the civil rights movement,” even encouraging people that were not committed to the movement to action.25 The movement had already started by that point, but Till’s murder pushed people like no other civil rights event had before, not even Brown v. Board of Education.26 Till’s death also strengthened the black community across the nation because they realized that whatever happened to one black person affected them all. Till’s death was powerful because it “took racism out of the textbooks…and showed it to the world in its true dimensions.”27 Till’s death
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sparked the inactive movement, but it also enlivened the era of protests and demonstrations to come.\textsuperscript{28}

Till-Mobley’s decision to show the whole world her son’s body was a standout moment in history that forever shaped the Civil Rights Movement. Not only did it make people afraid and vulnerable to the Jim Crow laws pressuring them into submission, but it also brought real anger to the black community that had not been present for some time. The photo of Till’s body changed the movement in the south like no other, mainly through the influence of children.\textsuperscript{29} Children were now seeing the extent of what racism did to a child, just like them, and they wanted that to change. In a few years, the “Emmett Till Generation” would have the chance to take a stand for their rights through protests and demonstrations.\textsuperscript{30} People would criticize them, saying they were too young, but they knew what they were fighting for and they would die for it if they had to.

Before any children could involve themselves with the movement, they needed to get passed their parents. Parents overprotected their children so much so that it was impossible to even talk about anything involving the movement. Black children were seen as having a “place” within their families and the greater community, meaning the adults were in charge no matter what. They were meant to remain in this place and be kept there by strict parents who would steer them in the right direction. Essentially, they were meant to be seen not heard and would have to stay away from any subject that was part of the “grown folks’ business.”\textsuperscript{31} One topic that was not off
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limits was explaining the laws of segregation and the proper behavior for them as black children.32

Parents would want to shield their children from the realities of oppression because the parents could not protect the children from them, but parents also wanted to prepare their children for the experience of being African American within their society. This included preparing them for bias and discrimination, hence why parents would caution their children on the ways of segregation at an early age.33 These parents “employed a wide range of tactics and strategies…to shield their children from the bitter truths of Jim Crow life,” including avoiding certain topics.34 One topic that was off limits to black children was freedom, which was barely talked about or an “adult only” discussion. Everyone in the black community knew they were not free, but no one could talk about their freedom without someone getting angry. Adults were too fearful of Southern society to even discuss the possibility of their freedom. Children became so frustrated that their parents were not doing anything about their freedom that children began to defy their parents and become a part of the movement.35

African American parents and children had suffered through racism and segregation for so long that it was normal for them and hard to oppose. Racism had become a daily reality for African Americans, through the norms and laws of segregation.36 Segregation allowed African Americans to be controlled economically, politically, and personally by the “superior” white

34 Chafe, Gavins, and Korstand, eds., Remembering Jim Crow, 270.
Evidence of this comes from segregation of schools, water fountains, train stations, movie theaters, hospitals, cemeteries, and more. White supremacy was also evident from the threat of physical violence to blacks, like lynchings, rape, and killings of African Americans of all ages. This function of segregation in everyday life played an important role in influencing children to become a part of the movement.

Children were influenced by their experiences when it came to how and when they got involved within the movement. Arnetta Streeter, an African American child in Birmingham, had gone to Catholic private school all her life with white nuns and white students. When going into the fourth grade, she convinced her parents to allow her to go to public school, resulting in her attending a black elementary school for the first time. She noticed immediately that the classes were more crowded and less equipped than her private Catholic school. Audrey Faye Hendricks, another child of the movement, learned about the deep rooted racism within Birmingham from the Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights (ACMHR), the main civil rights group in Birmingham, meeting at her house. Within these meetings she learned that segregation in Birmingham was the law; the Racial Segregation Ordinances had been adopted in 1944 establishing segregation as a legal way of life in Birmingham. As a result of these ordinances, Birmingham officials’ way of treating blacks was “as if they might contaminate white people with an infectious disease.” Another child of the movement, James W. Stewart,
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learned in his junior year of high school to “look around [him] and to see some of the things that were incorrect in Birmingham,” at the time, like the Jim Crow laws.43

All these experiences as children shaped the way they viewed their rights and fought against oppression. Mostly, these children were angry and disappointed that their parents had let oppression thrive throughout the South. The children did not understand that parents were scared of fighting oppression because they had responsibilities and children to worry about, but the children were not afraid.44 They were ready for the dangerous task of fighting for their freedom; more importantly they were not going to endure what their parents had. Evidence of this comes from Mrs. Parham speaking to a judge about her son’s involvement in the demonstrations saying, “And I know this, Judge – these younger people are not going to take what we took” and they will fight for change.45 The children saw racism for what it was, wrong, and were not afraid to fight against it.46 They also understood the consequences of fighting racism; they knew they could be hurt or die, but they also understood the importance of what it would mean for future generations.47

With children being influenced by everyday segregation, parental denial, and Till’s death, they became involved in the movement. Children were becoming warriors for civil rights and would soon lead “the way in many of the civil rights campaigns, and who energized the movement at strategic moments.”48 People would argue that children should not be involved in the movement, but Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. would argue “that black children get hurt every single day by the cruel discriminatory practices of racist whites,” so if they get hurt it should be

43 Cynthia Levinson, We’ve Got A Job, 26.
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while fighting for their rights. At times, children could lead the movement like no adult could and it would not be until a day in Birmingham, Alabama, that anyone would realize how influential children could be within the movement.

Before the movement moved to Birmingham, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and other civil rights groups had been in Albany, Georgia, fighting segregation. Their goal in Albany had been to end all forms of racial domination through demonstrations and jailings. Opposing the civil rights groups in Albany was the Chief of Police, Laurie Pritchett. His method for dealing with demonstrations was to quickly arrest people, in large quantities, to avoid violence. With Pritchett’s methods of avoiding real conflict, the campaign could not fill the jails or bring the press to Albany to shed light on their struggle. The civil rights leaders ended up with five hundred people in jail with minimal resources to get them out; the campaign was at an impasse. When King came to Albany the media came to Albany because they followed King wherever he went. King went to jail, determined to stay there until the city was desegregated. To avoid any more conflict and keep the press from highlighting the Albany struggle, the white power structure in Albany created a truce. The terms were to return all bond money to the civil rights leaders, release all jailed protesters, postpone their trials indefinitely, desegregate the buses, and establish a biracial committee to work on desegregation. This truce was presented to the civil rights leaders and upon agreeing to the terms, they abandoned the movement in Albany even though the white power structure did not keep the terms of the truce. Due to the failure of the Albany movement, the press criticized the effectiveness of nonviolent protest. Since Albany was

51 Ibid., 242.
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“widely regarded as a fiasco” and “King’s biggest and most public defeat,” wherever the movement went next would have to be done right on a large scale.53

The next major campaign would move to Birmingham, Alabama, “the most racially divided and violent city in America.”54 In 1956, the state of Alabama had outlawed the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), which was the leading force for civil rights in the state at the time. This action triggered a new civil rights campaign within Birmingham headed by the ACMHR.55 Founder of the ACMHR and leader of the civil rights force in Birmingham was Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth. He had done everything in his power to advance the black people’s struggle, such as preaching for equal justice, leading demonstrations, and trying to integrate schools with his own daughters.56 Nevertheless, Shuttlesworth could not win the fight against segregation. He had “been hammering away for seven years with no impact,” leading to his plea to SCLC to have the next major campaign in Birmingham.57

By 1960, Birmingham was Alabama’s largest city with 300,000 people, forty percent of them African American.58 At the time, Birmingham was the symbol of segregation, with stricter racial policies than most southern cities.59 The city shut down most public facilities instead of integrating them. Since World War II, so many race crimes, mainly bombings, had occurred that the city was nicknamed “Bombingham.”60 The most severe problem in Birmingham was the city commission, which was made up of three segregationist commissioners set on keeping African

54 Levinson, *We’ve Got A Job*, 3.
58 Williams and Bond, *Eyes on the Prize*, 181.
Americans oppressed. After an investigation in the early 1960s, the Birmingham Bar Association had concluded that the city commission had created a dictatorship that needed to be changed immediately. A special election was set up to elect a mayor and city council to replace the city commission. This set the stage for the new campaign King and SCLC were bringing to Birmingham.

King and SCLC’s goal in Birmingham was to fight the three-part system of domination by whites: business and industrial elites, political elites, and the general white population. After Albany, the leaders learned the only way nonviolence could succeed was with segregationist violence. The civil rights leaders chose Birmingham because they knew they could provoke the Commissioner of Public Safety, Eugene “Bull” Connor, to violence. SCLC knew that Connor “could be counted on in stupidity and natural viciousness to play into their hands” and portray the role of the villain. During Shuttlesworth’s earlier work, he observed how easy it was for the segregationist forces in Birmingham to respond violently to any demonstrations. This is the drama they needed to create a successful campaign and keep the movement alive.

In 1962, SCLC looked into Shuttlesworth’s request to come to Birmingham and began planning their nonviolent direct action campaign. It was Wyatt Tee Walker, a board member of SCLC, who came up with their plan, which they called Project C for confrontation. This plan consisted of massive demonstrations leading to mass arrests. When formulating his plan, Walker’s theory was that a strong nonviolent movement would attract the media’s attention
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when it faced the violent segregationist forces in Birmingham. It would then encourage national sympathy for the African American struggle and the everyday problem of segregation.\(^6^9\) The goal was to desegregate stores, create job opportunities for blacks, and create a biracial civic task force.\(^7^0\)

Project C occurred in three phases, starting April 3, 1963. Phase One was an economic boycott involving sit-ins and picketing of downtown businesses. This tactic was used to ease the people into the demonstrations and did not gain much attention after three days of demonstrations. Therefore, the campaign moved onto Phase Two: mass marches on City Hall with volunteer demonstrators.\(^7^1\) On April 6, Shuttlesworth led a small march to City Hall to pray and all the demonstrators were arrested.\(^7^2\) The next day, A.D. King, Dr. King’s brother, led a prayer march through the streets, resulting in more arrests.\(^7^3\) By April 10, the campaign lacked volunteers to go to jail and the jails were nowhere near full. Mass meetings were used to try to recruit more demonstrators with Dr. King speaking to the community most nights, but “no matter how long or passionately King exhorted the crowds to volunteer; he could not persuade them to risk their lives.”\(^7^4\) Another blow came when an Alabama circuit court judge issued an injunction banning 133 leaders from taking part or encouraging picketing, sit-ins, and other demonstrations. This injunction included King, Shuttlesworth, and Ralph Abernathy, King’s right-hand man.\(^7^5\) Despite this ordinance, King announced that they would lead a march on April 10, resulting in the arrest of the fifty activists, including King, who marched towards City Hall.\(^7^6\)
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From April 3 through 11, police arrested a total of 143 protesters, a much smaller number than the 300 people who were arrested during the first day of demonstrations in Albany. People were afraid to put their livelihoods on the line for the cause they believed in. The protesters, who were in jail, could not make bail because the campaigners had run out of funds and were pressured to call off the demonstrations and leave Birmingham. With King in jail, the movement had reached a standstill; this is where James Bevel stepped in. By the end of April, King had made bail and called on Bevel, a veteran of the Nashville Student Movement, to help the campaign in Birmingham. During an emergency meeting on April 29, the leaders discussed that “without hordes of volunteers to flood the jails and attract the press, the campaign to desegregate Birmingham would evaporate.” Bevel gave them their answer in the form of Phase Three of Project C: fill the jails with schoolchildren.

When it came to the use of children, Bevel was an expert. He had been a part of the Nashville Student Movement, worked with child demonstrators in Jackson, Mississippi, and understood children on a level that none of the other campaign leaders did. Bevel argued for the use of children by stating that they experienced racism everyday and should be given the opportunity to fight against it. They had spent “their entire lives struggling against racism in some form or another,” it had affected and poisoned them, so they should get the chance to fight for their freedom. Bevel argued that black parents shielded their children for too long and he wanted “to stop the age-old custom in black homes of trying to shield black children from something for which there was, finally, no shield.”
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He saw the advantages of using children to fill the jails, his thinking was that “a boy in high school, he can get the same effect in terms of being in jail...as his father, yet, there is no economic threat on the family because the father is still on the job.” Bevel also knew that these children were not as afraid to demonstrate as adults. They were willing to risk their lives and disobey their parents to fight for their freedom. Children in the movement served two purposes: more troops to fill the jails and more youth participation, the brutal treatment that followed would generate a media frenzy. The other leaders were against Bevel’s idea and wanted nothing to do with it, but by the end of April, Shuttlesworth, Abernathy, and King left Bevel in charge while they all left Birmingham for the weekend. Bevel distributed leaflets at the black high schools in Birmingham announcing a meeting at the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church, the main meeting place for the campaign.

Bevel’s Phase Three launched on May 2, called D-Day, which would consist of children marching downtown in masses. Bevel started appealing to football players, beauty queens, and youth church leaders knowing they were the most popular students in the high schools. They spread the word about mass meetings and demonstrations. He wanted to bring all the students together to create a community, which was nonexistent among the adults, to fight against injustice. Bevel also used youth culture to appeal to them, he told the youth of Birmingham to listen to the radio for a signal of when to leave school and meet at Sixteenth Street Baptist to start demonstrating. So on the morning of May 2, popular DJ Shelley Stewart told the black youth of Birmingham about “a party at the park. Bring your toothbrushes because lunch will be
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served,” meaning the march was happening that day and they should plan to spend the night in jail.90 Students left the schools in hordes to get to the church, with one witness stating, “you could see the students coming from every direction from high schools and some elementary schools to go to take part in the demonstrations.”91

Around a thousand demonstrators showed up to the church, where police, spectators, and reporters were waiting outside for the action. The demonstrators ranged from six to eighteen and as one group left the church and was arrested another followed, per Bevel’s instructions.92 The number of students shocked Connor and the police assembled outside the church. They were herding the students into paddy wagons, but ran out of room and had to switch to school buses to transport all the students to jail.93 By the end of the day, 959 children were arrested and taken to Birmingham jails, the “greatest single-day total yet in a mass arrest in Southern anti-segregation conflicts.”94 Most were being taken to the Juvenile Court’s detention center, which had a capacity of ninety-six but over 400 were being booked there that day.95 These children filled the prisons and the temporary outdoor prison that needed to be set up on the fairgrounds to accommodate the mass arrests.96 The leaders response was that if hundreds were in jail than their movement must mean something to the people and more would follow them.97 At a mass
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meeting that night, King responded with a speech stating, “I have been inspired and moved today…If they think today is the end of this, they will be badly mistaken.”

Following D-Day, organizers held another student demonstration, called Double D-Day, because they saw the success of one day of student demonstrations and the potential of more demonstrations. At the start of May 3, almost two thousand students skipped school to take part in the demonstrations. They waited in Sixteenth Street Baptist for the demonstrations to start while the police outside were planning their strategy. This strategy was to make as few arrests as possible, since the jails were full, and to bring in the fire department with their high-pressure hoses to scare the demonstrators. Hoses and police dogs were turned on the demonstrators as soon as they left the church. These hoses were one hundred pounds of pressure per square inch and the firemen would attach two hoses into one nozzle, called a monitor gun, to cause more damage. The water hit with enough force to rip bark off of trees, it knocked people down, slammed them into curbs and over parked cars. The scene was described as a warzone.

One African American witness was watching from a storefront while he was on the phone with the Attorney General when he saw the firemen turn “the fire hoses on a black girl. They’re rolling that little girl right down the middle of the street” and told the Attorney General he had to go and do something for his people. Another witness described seeing the water hit the demonstrators as they were “cowering, first with hands over their heads, then on their knees or clinging together with their arms around each other, they tried to hold their ground.” The force was so strong a young man’s shirt was ripped from his body; others were hit so hard they were
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thrown over the hood of a parked car. After several minutes of the firemen spraying the demonstrators, Connor called in the K-9 unit when the hoses began to fail. The dogs were attacking the protesters as the police officers holding them encouraged it. When asked about the use of dogs after the fact, the police commented that the use of dogs was an accepted practice for riot work and because the protesters outnumbered the police it was considered necessary. The demonstrations ended two hours after they began, but the effect of the day’s activities would be felt nationwide.

The Children’s Crusade, the name Newsweek gave the third phase of Project C, ended on May 10 with negotiations being reached between white business leaders and civil rights leaders. The four terms reached were the desegregation of lunch counters, bathrooms, fitting rooms, and water fountains in stores, hiring blacks on a nondiscriminatory basis, dropping charges on demonstrators, and creating a biracial committee to work on desegregation in other aspects. These were minor victories in comparison to what else came with the Birmingham victory. The rest of the African American community was now behind King because of the brutality they witnessed against their children. The images captured on Double D-Day dominated the evening news around the country with the brutality shown outraging the general public. The nation was watching in horror at the atrocities they could now witness all the way in Birmingham, Alabama. The movement now had national attention, becoming “the top priority of the nation and the government.”
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Bevel became a hero among the civil rights leaders for his idea to use the students because it was now “clear that the introduction of Birmingham’s children into the campaign was one of the wisest moves [they] made.”113 Birmingham succeeded in showing the world the violence experienced in the South against black men, women, and children. After May 3, violence was prevalent on the television screens in American households across the nation.114 This violence created sympathy for the children shown in newspapers, magazines, and on news programs. This sympathy sparked involvement in the African American community that had never been seen before.115 The children had “put their fears aside, and led the way,” for adults to become involved in the movement, especially those that had never been involved to begin with.116 The sympathy for children also swayed public opinion. The Children’s Crusade put a spotlight on racism for the entire nation, even for those that never acknowledged it before.117 Publishing pictures and televising the violence the children faced exposed racism for what it was, unfair and affecting everyone. The children involved did not even understand the impact of what they were doing stating, “we thought it was fun. We didn’t know it was going to be history, or progress.”118

The violence that was shown in pictures of the Children’s Crusade in newspapers, magazines, and on television completely reshaped the movement. In the 1960s, the power of media was increasing around the nation, amplifying the issues people faced everyday. The media was shifting “from the use of words to define events to the coming of images to define them,” which showed the brutality and honesty of a situation more than words.119 Starting in 1961, protests around the country provided action and film for television broadcasts that would report
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on the events in fifteen-minute blocks. These broadcasts gave “ordinary Americans a chance to understand the cruelty of racial injustice in their own country” and develop their own opinions about the events. The images were forceful sources of information that showed the seriousness of the race issue in the South that millions of people around the nation had been ignoring or denying. The media began to influence how Americans saw and thought about race, which greatly influenced and transformed the Civil Rights Movement.

The most influential source of media on southern segregationist violence was Life magazine. Throughout the 1960s, Life published explicit images of racial violence proving itself as the nation’s most important media outlet. In regards to the movement, publicity was the most important strategy for civil rights leaders because it “highlighted the growing intensity, brutality, and exigency of the struggle for racial equality.” The day after Double D-Day, pictures of the attacks on the children were published in Life and other magazines and newspapers across the nation. Life dedicated eleven pages to the Birmingham campaign, which more than half of American adults read. The New York Times' front page featured pictures of the attacks and with scores of other newspapers reporting the events; journalists in other parts of the South abandoned other stories to head to Birmingham.

One photographer, Charles Moore, captured the most iconic photo of the Children’s Crusade (see Appendix). In the photo, a young girl and two young boys are cowering against a building as they are being sprayed with blasts of water. This photo was used on front pages of newspapers and magazines across the nation and “when people…saw the photo, they were stunned by the
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harsh treatment” the children were experiencing.\textsuperscript{127} He captured other photos as well by getting as close to the action as he could, he wanted his images to be felt through the detail and violence they showed.\textsuperscript{128} He knew that a photo, if captured right, could make people angry, motivate them to action, and inspire them to fight for change.\textsuperscript{129} Moore created the most memorable images of the Civil Rights Movement, but he was not the only one. Moore, along with other journalists reporting on the Birmingham campaign played an influential role in impacting the American people.\textsuperscript{130}

Newspapers, magazines, and television programs around the nation were highlighting the Birmingham campaign to the point where “the press had drawn the whole world’s attention to Birmingham” and no one could ignore the problem anymore.\textsuperscript{131} People viewing the media on the Birmingham events were deeply disturbed by the children’s treatment, especially by the age of the protesters.\textsuperscript{132} It shook the American peoples’ opinions about what was really going on in the South and those who had not paid attention to southern segregation now could not ignore it.\textsuperscript{133} The images turned all Americans into witnesses of the hate and prejudice experienced in the South.\textsuperscript{134} The media also explained the civil rights cause to the general public in a simple way that anyone could understand. The news had only fifteen minutes each for national and local news and through the images captured of the marches there was enough coverage “to fill all the
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newscasts of all the television stations in the United States.”\textsuperscript{135} This made the Birmingham campaign television’s first recurring news story.\textsuperscript{136}

The most important impact of the media coverage was the shock Americans experienced as a result of the graphic images. The American people could now witness for themselves the brutality and lack of morality experienced by African Americans in the South. The race issue was brought into their homes and shifted the sentiment of those that were previously uncommitted to the cause.\textsuperscript{137} More importantly, it shifted the opinion of white northerners by showing them the bigotry of segregationists and the determination of African Americans to fight against oppression.\textsuperscript{138} The children they saw in newspapers and on their television screens now inspired people that had ignored the issue. The civil rights issue was no longer a distant situation that had nothing to do with regular American people; it was an issue that affected everyone.\textsuperscript{139} According to NBC correspondent Richard Valeriani, “television helped accelerate the progress of a movement whose time had come.”\textsuperscript{140}

The movement had the publicity and drama it needed, “so the world could bear witness,” and revive the campaign.\textsuperscript{141} White northerners were horrified by the treatment of the children, but they were not the only Americans influenced by the Children’s Crusade. Thousands of African American adults who had not taken part in the movement were influenced by the children to join the demonstrations.\textsuperscript{142} These adults saw their children fighting and putting their lives on the line for all African Americans, which the adults had not had the courage to do for themselves. The
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adults were also angry that children could be treated in this way and that anger turned them to activism. The images were really what garnered this response because “speeches from leaders such as Martin Luther King Jr. touched the nation’s head,” but “the image of a terrified young girl tore at its soul” and made people angry.143 These images sparked a renewed revolution when it came to civil rights and it provoked thousands of people into action.144

Like years before with Till’s photos, photos of the children in Birmingham inspired men, women, and children of all races to fight against segregation and racism. These photos, by invoking great emotion from the American people, played a role in altering the racial attitudes of all Americans.145 Maurice Berger, a cultural historian who has done research on civil rights photographer Charles Moore states, “like the horrific photos of Emmett Till that had jolted African-Americans into action eight years earlier, TV news coverage of the demonstrations in Birmingham…became a catalyst for all Americans.”146 Berger goes on to discuss that Till’s postmortem photos inspired this generation of children that took part in the Children’s Crusade and the images of violence against these children completely changed racial attitudes across the United States.147 Inspiring change in racial attitudes and getting people involved were not the only results of the Children’s Crusade. As Gene Roberts and Hank Klibanoff discuss in their book on journalism during the Civil Rights Movement, “with constant pressure from the civil rights movement and constant coverage by the press, change came.”148

Immediately after the photos were seen across the country and around the world Congress and the president began discussing legislation that would finally give African Americans equal
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rights. The images in newspapers and on television embarrassed the federal government, especially President John F. Kennedy, because they were not only being featured in the U.S. but around the world as well. President Kennedy also feared more conflict would erupt because of the graphic images being featured in the media around the country, resulting in him putting pressure on Congress for civil rights legislation starting with a speech on national television. Because of the pressure put on them by the president and their own opinions of the Birmingham campaign, Congress realized “the country couldn’t solve the conflict over civil rights one city at a time. The United States needed a national solution.” So the Birmingham campaign, especially the Children’s Crusade, was how the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was won, which outlawed discrimination based on race, color, sex, religion, or national origin.

There are two main reasons the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed; the powerful photographs captured by journalists like Moore and the use of television to show the violence. Moore’s photographs of the movement, especially his photo of the three teenagers, have been highlighted as an important factor prompting new legislation (see Appendix). His photo of the three teenagers was even included in Life magazine’s one hundred photographs that changed the world. U.S. Senator Jacob Javits, a political figure in the 1960s, credits the quick passing of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to Moore’s photos. The other reason, use of television, has also been credited to the passing of this civil rights legislation. NBC correspondent Bill Monroe, a journalist in the 1960s, believed the Civil Rights Act of 1964 “wouldn’t have happened without TV.”
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images broadcasted on television were forceful enough to push the civil rights legislation through Congress.\textsuperscript{156} American historian and journalist, David Halberstam, found in his research that “historians have long argued that the SCLC’s…‘children’s crusade’…[was] decisive in forcing the Kennedy Administration to act in favor of greater civil rights” through both the pictures captured and the violent broadcasting that was published.\textsuperscript{157} This legislation reshaped southern politics and ultimately led to the dissolution of segregated society protected by the law.\textsuperscript{158}

The murder of Till created fear and vulnerability for African Americans everywhere, proving even a child was not safe from the violence of racism. Adults tried to shield their children from the Civil Rights Movement, but the children defied them, showing no fear, to make their own change. After Till’s death, African American children in the South, despite the dangers, were inspired to join the movement, especially in Birmingham. These children, along with help from the media, revived the otherwise dying movement and brought national attention to the racial issues within the segregated South. Segregation and racial violence were no longer a southern problem; it was everyone’s problem. Regarding the influence of Till’s photos compared to the influence of the Birmingham photos, Berger states:

If the postmortem shots of Emmett Till inspired a generation of black activism, another group of pictures, of an incident eight years later, would play a similar…role in altering the racial attitudes of all Americans, black and white: the photograph and television footage that documented the May 1963 civil rights demonstration in Birmingham, Alabama.\textsuperscript{159}

Photos and television were the most important aspects of change when it came to the Civil Rights Movement and the two factors influencing these were violence and children. The children of the Children’s Crusade are often overlooked, but they inspired thousands of people around the
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nation to become involved in the movement and fight for change in the South. The images and television film that inspired these people ultimately led to the passing of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, landmark civil rights legislation. Without the children of the Children’s Crusade inspired by Till or the national media in the times of the Civil Rights Movement, the movement would not have been as effective or made a lasting influence today.
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